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ABSTRACT: Horizontal boundary layer roll vortices are a series of large-scale turbulent eddies that prevail in a hurri-

cane’s boundary layer. In this paper, a one-way nested sub-kilometer-scale large-eddy simulation (LES) based on the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model was used to examine the impact of roll vortices on the evolution of

Hurricane Harvey around its landfall from 0000 UTC 25 August to 1800 UTC 27 August 2017. The simulation results imply

that the turbulence in the LES can be attributed mainly to roll vortices. With the representation of roll vortices, the LES

provided a better simulation of hurricane wind vertical structure and precipitation. In contrast, the mesoscale simulation

with the YSU PBL scheme overestimated the precipitation for the hurricane over the ocean. Further analysis indicates that

the roll vortices introduced a positive vertical flux and thinner inflow layer, whereas a negative flux maintained the maxi-

mum tangential wind at around 400m above ground. During hurricane landfall, the weak negative flux maintained the

higher wind in the LES. The overestimated low-level vertical flux in the mesoscale simulation with the YSU scheme led to

overestimated hurricane intensity over the ocean and accelerated the decay of the hurricane during landfall. Rainfall

analysis reveals that the roll vortices led to a weak updraft and insufficient water vapor supply in the LES. For the simulation

with the YSU scheme, the strong updraft combined with surplus water vapor eventually led to unrealistic heavy rainfall for

the hurricane over the ocean.
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1. Introduction

Horizontal boundary layer roll vortices are a series of large-

scale turbulent eddies that align along the mean wind direction

(Etling and Brown 1993). They can be found in a neutral or

weakly unstable atmospheric boundary layer (Mourad and

Walter 1996; Weckwerth et al. 1997; Young et al. 2002) and

in a hurricane boundary layer (Wurman and Winslow 1998;

Katsaros et al. 2000, 2002; Lorsolo et al. 2008; Ellis and

Businger 2010; Huang et al. 2018). Similar to those in an

Ekman flow, the roll vortices in a hurricane boundary layer are

generated mainly by inflection point instability (Lilly 1966;

Brown 1980), which is caused by the sharp reduction of inflow

vertically (i.e., vertical wind shear; Foster 2005; Gao and Ginis

2014). Morrison et al. (2005) found that roll vortices can extend

from 200 to 800m above the ground in the hurricane boundary

layer. These large-scale eddies can generate strong fluxes and

govern the energy, momentum, and composition exchange in

the hurricane boundary layer (Morrison et al. 2005; Zhang

et al. 2008).

Due to the lack of observations, numerical simulations have

been an effective tool to study roll vortices. Large-eddy sim-

ulation (LES) is particularly useful in this regard, as it re-

solves the most important scale of flow and approximates other

scales of turbulence (Wu et al. 2019). Previous studies have

verified the capacity of LES to capture large-scale rolls in the

hurricane boundary layer (Nakanishi and Niino 2012; Wang

and Jiang 2017).

To understand the effect of roll vortices in hurricanes, Gao

and Ginis (2014, 2016, 2018) and Gao et al. (2017) used ideal

large-eddy models to simulate roll vortices. From a series of

numerical simulations, they found that roll vortices can lead to

countergradient fluxes and can change the wind structure in a

hurricane. Since a change in wind structure can lead to dif-

ferent surface winds, ideal simulation results indicated that roll

vortices in a hurricane could influence the degree of damage a

hurricane can inflict during its landfall due to their effects on

hurricane intensity and structure. Nevertheless, despite great

progress with idealized models, the effect of roll vortices has

not been confirmed with real hurricane cases because of in-

adequate high-resolution observations, with particular focus

on the structure of roll vortices (Wurman and Winslow 1998;

Katsaros et al. 2000, 2002), and numerical simulations with real

hurricanes. Limited by computational resources, many previ-

ous studies of real cases have simulated the hurricane bound-

ary layer during only a short period, with emphasis on the

turbulent characteristics of roll vortices (Zhu et al. 2016; Zhu

2008a,b). The evolution of roll vortices and their interaction

with the hurricane boundary layer and associated weather

phenomena (e.g., precipitation) have not yet been studied in

detail. Specifically, the intensity and structure of the gusting

winds and rainfall of a landfalling hurricane are important in

determining damage after landfall. Thus, there is a need to

study the effects of roll vortices on hurricane winds and pre-

cipitation during hurricane landfall.

With advances in numerical weather prediction models

and mesoscale community models, hurricane simulations

and predictions have achieved approximately 1 km horizontal
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resolution (Kunin et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020). Through high-

resolution simulations, the small-scale structure of a hurricane

can be captured. However, roll vortices usually have a mean

wavelength of about 1.5 km (Morrison et al. 2005), and in some

cases less than 1 km. Mesoscale simulations with a horizonal

resolution of about 1 km cannot adequately simulate roll vor-

tices in the hurricane boundary layer. Meanwhile, the planet

boundary layer (PBL) parameterization scheme used in me-

soscale simulationsmay not be sufficient to simulate the impact

of roll vortices on hurricane evolution. The gap between the

PBL parameterization scheme and the actual physical pro-

cesses may lead to larger errors in simulations of hurricanes

and limit the development of numerical simulation models.

Therefore, to assess the PBL parameterization scheme and

verify the impact of roll vortices, in this study a high-resolution

LES with a real hurricane was set up and compared to meso-

scale simulations. Combining mesoscale simulations and LES

in an Advanced Research version of the Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2008), we

employ the WRF-LES model to simulate Hurricane Harvey

(2017) during its landfall. Considering the significant damage

caused by Hurricane Harvey, we focus on the simulation

and analysis of the effects of the horizontal boundary layer

roll vortices on hurricane intensity and rainfall during the

simulation period. Simulations with the PBL parameterization

scheme and with LES are also compared to assess the defi-

ciencies of the PBL scheme in representing the hurricane

boundary layer.

The WRF-LES model setup and turbulence data processing

are described in section 2. Verification of simulation results is

provided in section 3. Impact analysis of the horizontal

boundary layer roll vortices for hurricane wind and precipita-

tion is provided in sections 4 and 5, respectively. A sensitivity

study is described in section 6, and a summary and conclusions

are presented in section 7.

2. Model and turbulence fields

a. WRF-LES model

This study uses a nested-domain configuration of the WRF

Model (version 3.9.1.1) to achieve a high-resolution LES of

Hurricane Harvey (2017) around its landfall from 0000 UTC

25August to 1800UTC 27August 2017. As shown in Fig. 1, the

first two domains were set up with the Yonsei University PBL

scheme (Hong et al. 2006; Hong 2010) to generate large-scale

background synoptic and mesoscale flow situations. We used

the inner two domains to simulate the hurricane turbulent eddy

structure with LES. The horizontal resolution for the four

domains was set at 12.5, 2.5, 0.5, and 0.1 km, respectively. They

were configured with grid meshes of 150 3 150, 251 3 281,

951 3 1131, and 1401 3 1401, respectively. To better simulate

the hurricane boundary layer, 71 vertical levels were used, of

which 39 levels were below 1500m, with the lowest model level

approximately 3m. During hurricane landfall, domain 4 was

moved with time to simulate the inner core of Hurricane

Harvey: domain 4-1 (D4-1 in Fig. 1) was from 0600 to

1800 UTC 25 August 2017; domain 4-2 (D4-2 in Fig. 1) from

1800UTC 25August to 1200UTC 26August 2017; and domain

4-3 (D4-3 in Fig. 1) from 1200 UTC 26 August to 1800 UTC

27 August 2017. The spinup of the first two domains was from

0000 to 0600 UTC 25August, and this then drove the two inner

domains. To avoid irregularities during themoving domain, we

performed another spinup on domain 1 and 2 before moving

domain 4. For instance, the spinup of the first two domains was

from 1200 to 1800 UTC 25 August, and then the inner two

domains were run.

The Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme is used in do-

mains 1 and 2. For the LES, the PBL schemewas deactivated in

the two inner domains (domains 3 and 4), and subgrid-scale

turbulence derived by the TKE 1.5 closure scheme was used. A

one-way nested configuration was used for the simulation to

prevent interaction between different domains during the in-

tegration. The Kain and Fritsch (Kain 2004) deep convec-

tion scheme was activated only in domain 1. For other

physics parameterizations, the Thompson cloud physics

scheme (Thompson et al. 2008), Rapid Radiative Transfer

Model (RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997), Dudhia scheme (Dudhia

1989), Noah land surface scheme (Chen and Dudhia. 2001),

and revised MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme were used for

cloud, longwave radiation, shortwave radiation, land surface,

and surface parameterizations. The U.S. National Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast

System (GFS) final analysis (FNL) 0.258 3 0.258 data were

used to initialize the simulation and provide outer boundary

conditions.

b. Turbulence fields

For the first two domains, the turbulence flux was generated

directly from the YSU scheme (Hong et al. 2006; Hong 2010).

For the two inner domains, we applied a horizontal two-

dimensional Gaussian filter to the simulation results for

smoothing and then produced the turbulence fields by sub-

tracting the smoothed field from the simulation. The Gaussian

filter is described as follows:

G(x, y)5
1

2ps2
e2(x21y2)/(2ps2) , (1)

where x and y are the grids in the x and y directions. To better

compare with the results in domain 2, the bandwidth, which

indicates the filter region, was set at 5 3 5 for domain 3 and

25 3 25 for domain 4, with a Gaussian function standard de-

viation s of 10. Only grids with a distance less than 2.5 kmwere

considered in order to smooth the grid data. For variables such

as u, y,w, t, and q, the two-dimensional Gaussian filter was used

for smoothing, and then the turbulence field was produced by

subtracting the smoothed field.

3. Simulation verifications

a. Track and intensity

Figure 1 shows the hurricane track (Fig. 1a) and 10m wind

speed evolution (Fig. 1b) during the simulation period. We

found that the simulated hurricane tracks from the four do-

mains were all close to the analyzed hurricane best track from
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the National Hurricane Center (NHC) report. The simulated

hurricane made landfall at 0600 UTC 26 August, a delay of

approximately 2–3 h in contrast to the best track, which showed

Hurricane Harvey making landfall at 0300 UTC 26 August.

Compared to the best track data, the maximum 10m wind

speed was underestimated in domains 1 and 3 and over-

estimated in domain 4, while it was reasonably simulated in

domain 2. After application of the two-dimensional Gaussian

filter, the maximum 10m wind in domains 3 and 4 decreased

significantly and was lower than the best track data. The spe-

cific instantaneous higher wind speed in domain 4 could be

attributed to contribution from strong turbulence, as it can be

eliminated by the two-dimensional Gaussian filter. The high

wind in domain 4 was similar to the higher temporal resolution

observations fromWurman and Kosiba (2018) and Fernández-
Cabán et al. (2019), who also observed surface wind of over

60m s21 during Hurricane Harvey’s landfall.

b. Wind and precipitation

The simulated wind field and precipitation were com-

pared with the NOAA Hurricane Research Division (HRD)

radar wind analysis (https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/data_sub/

radar.html) and the NCEP stage IV precipitation analysis

(Lin and Mitchell 2005), respectively. Figure 2 shows the

FIG. 1. Illustration of a multiple-scale simulation of Hurricane Harvey during landfall from

0000UTC 25Aug to 1800 UTC 27Aug 2017. (a) The simulated hurricane track compared with

the NHC best track. (b) The evolution of maximum 10m wind during the simulation period

from different domains. ‘‘WSmaxdomain’’ denotes the maximum 10m wind at a domain.

‘‘WSmaxd03filter’’ represents the maximum 10m wind at the domain after applying a filter.

Note that if we sample the simulated 10m winds in domain 4 into the grid spacing of domain 2,

the intensity will look the same as that in domain 2 (not shown). The dashed vertical line in

(b) denotes landfall time. Because of the spinup in the LES after moving the domain, there is a

gap in the 10m wind speed evolution.
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comparison of wind speed between the radar wind analysis

(Figs. 2a,f,k) and simulation results from domain 1 (Figs. 2b,g,l),

domain 2 (Figs. 2c,h,m), domain 3 (Figs. 2d,i,n), and domain

4 (Figs. 2e,j,o) for a height of 500m (Figs. 2a–e), 5000m

(Figs. 2f–j), and for azimuthally averaged wind profiles

(Figs. 2k–o). The radar data were collected at 1800 UTC

25 August, while the corresponding simulation results were

selected at 2000 UTC 25 August because of the 2-h phase

(track and intensity) delay for the simulated hurricane. From

Fig. 2, we can see that at 500m the wind speed was higher in

domains 2–4, with a maximum speed of over 80m s21, and also

higher than the observation from Alford et al. (2019), who

found over 70m s21 maximum wind at 500m. While it was

close to the radar data in domain 1, with a maximum wind

speed of over 62 m s21, it was lower than the observation from

Alford et al. (2019). At 5000m, the wind structure in domains

2–4 was close to that in the radar data, with the region of

highest wind located in the eastern part of the storm. The wind

speed was still slightly higher in domains 2–4, with a maximum

of over 62 m s21. For the vertical structure of wind, the maxi-

mum wind speed in domains 3 and 4 was located below

500m, similar to the radar observations. However, the height

of maximum wind speed in domains 1 and 2 was closer to

1000m. Above the height of maximum wind, in the radar data

there was a strong vertical extension trend, with high wind

(45–47 m s21) extending up to 6 km. In domains 1 and 2, de-

spite the higher maximum wind than in the radar data, the 45–

47 m s21 high wind extended up to only 5 km or less. Only in

domains 3 and 4 did the 45–47 m s21 high wind extend up over

6 km. Therefore, compared to the simulation with the YSU

PBL scheme, LES provided better simulations of hurricane

wind vertical structure against the radar observations.

Figures 3a–e show the evolution of azimuthally averaged

hourly precipitation from the NCEP stage IV data (Fig. 3a),

and simulation results in domains 1–4 (Figs. 3b–e). In the stage

IV data, the azimuthally averaged hourly precipitation was less

than 10 mmh21 before 1600 UTC 25 August, and less than

35 mmh21 before 0100 UTC 26 August. The strongest pre-

cipitation occurred from 0200 to 1000 UTC 26 August, with

maximum azimuthally averaged hourly precipitation of over

50 mmh21. However, in domains 1 and 2, the azimuthally av-

eraged precipitation was over 30 mmh21 after 0900 UTC

25 August, and even over 50 mmh21 in domain 2. The stron-

gest precipitation in domain 2 occurred from 0900 UTC

25 August to 0900 UTC 26August, with maximum azimuthally

averaged hourly precipitation of over 50 mmh21. In domains

FIG. 2. Comparison of wind speed between Doppler radar wind analysis (from NOAAHRD) at (a),(f),(k) 1800 UTC 25 Aug 2017 and

corresponding simulation results (at 2000 UTC 25 Aug 2017 due to delayed landfall time in the simulation) from (b),(g),(l) domain 1,

(c),(h),(m) domain 2, (d),(i),(n) domain 3, and (e),(j),(o) domain 4 for a height of (a)–(e) 500 and (f)–(j) 5000m, and for (k)–(o) azi-

muthally averaged wind profiles. D1, D2, D3, and D4 denote the simulation results from domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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3 and 4, the azimuthally averaged precipitation was similar to

the stage IV data. The rainfall was less than 25 mmh21 before

1600 UTC 25 August, and the strongest precipitation occurred

from 2100 UTC 25 August to 0900 UTC 26 August, with

maximum azimuthally averaged hourly precipitation of over

40 mmh21. Considering that the simulated hurricane had a

delay of up to 3 h against the best track, the early overestimated

precipitation cannot be attributed to the slowing of the hurri-

cane. The simulations in domains 1 and 2 overestimated the

precipitation over the ocean compared to the stage IV dataset.

The LESs in domains 3 and 4 reduced this overestimated

precipitation for the hurricane over the ocean and were closer

to the stage IV data. Figures 3f–j show the hourly precipitation

from stage IV (Fig. 3f) and domains 1–4 (Figs. 3g–j) at

0600 UTC 26 August. The overestimated precipitation is evi-

dent in domain 2, especially from the southeast to the storm

center with over 50 mmh21. In domains 3 and 4, the northwest

rainband is thinner and closer to the stage IV data. Comparing

the rainband modification of LES over the ocean and inland,

the change is more significant over the ocean, implying that the

differences between the YSU scheme and LES results are

greater over the ocean but relatively smaller inland. This

finding could be a reference for improving simulations with the

YSU scheme.

c. Roll vortices

To verify the existence of horizontal boundary layer roll

vortices in the LESs, Fig. 4 shows the 10m wind speed in do-

mains 1 to 4 (Figs. 4a–d) and a cross section (Fig. 4e) in domain

4 (blue line in Fig. 4d) for the vertical component of turbulence

vorticity at 1700 UTC 25 August. There were strong pertur-

bations in the 10mwind in domains 3 and 4, and they tended to

be larger in scale in domain 3 than in domain 4. Because of this

perturbation in domain 4, there was a rapid wind gradient, with

speed varying from 28 to 44m s21 within a short distance. This

strong perturbation in domain 4 could explain the significant

reduction of wind speed after application of the Gaussian filter

in Fig. 1b. The cross section of the vertical component of tur-

bulence vorticity shows that there was coupled upward and

downward turbulence motion along the cross section, espe-

cially in the high wind region (within a radius of 30 to 40 km

from the storm center). This coupled upward and downward

motion extended from 20m up to 1500m, but usually from

20m up to only 500m in the low wind region (within a radius

greater than 40 km). Also, this coupled turbulence motion in

the simulation results shows a similar structure to the observed

roll vortices in Morrison et al. (2005), as they both display

coupled upward and downward motion along the cross section.

Furthermore, Fig. 4f shows the horizontal distribution of this

kind of roll at 50m. The upward and downward turbulence

motion is shaded red and blue, respectively. The rolls contin-

uously align along the wind direction, consistent with the

findings of Morrison et al. (2005). This coupled upward and

downward turbulence motions is associated with the LES

perturbations and can be attributed to the development of roll

vortices.

Previous studies (Lilly 1966; LeMone 1973; Foster 2005)

found that vertical turbulence is generated first by inflection

instability and then extends downstream in the mean wind

before finally forming roll vortices. Thus, roll vortices are

caused by inflection point instability (Lilly 1966; Brown 1980)

due to the vertically reduced inflow of wind (wind shear). The

sharp reduction of inflow leads to unstable dynamic conditions

and, consequently, to the roll vortices in a hurricane boundary

layer. To examine whether the perturbations in domain 4 were

related to the existence of roll vortices, we first distinguished

the contributions of thermal bubbles (buoyancy) and roll

vortices (wind shear) to the perturbations in domain 4. The

azimuthally averaged buoyancy and wind shear terms in the

TKE budget as well as their standard derivations (shaded

FIG. 3. Evolution of azimuthally averaged hourly precipitation from (a) the NCEP stage IV data, and (b)–(e) simulation results in

domains 1–4. (f)–(j) The hourly rainfall from (f) stage IV data and (g)–(j) simulation results in domains 1–4 at 0600 on 26 Aug 2017. The

gaps in (d) and (e) are due to restart and spinup in LES during themoving domain. D1, D2, D3, andD4 denote the simulation results from

domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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contour) were analyzed (Fig. 5) for the hurricane before

(Figs. 5a–c) and during (Figs. 5d–f) landfall and inland

(Figs. 5g–i). Before landfall, below 200m, the azimuthally

averaged wind shear contributions (to TKE) gradually in-

creased with time from 1200 to 2200 UTC 25 August. As the

underlying surface was ocean before landfall, this increased

TKE should be related to enhanced roll vortices. The stronger

vertical components of roll vortices enhanced the vertical

mixing of momentum and increased the TKE. Above 200m,

the azimuthally averaged wind shear contributions gradually

increased as well, but with magnitudes significantly smaller

than those below 200m. Meanwhile, the azimuthally averaged

buoyancy contributions were very weak and almost negligible

compared to the wind shear contributions. During landfall,

below 200m, the azimuthally averaged wind shear contribu-

tions continued to increase at 0100 and 0500 UTC and then at

0900 UTC 26 August. Above 200m, the azimuthally averaged

wind shear contributions gradually decreased with time. The

azimuthally averaged buoyancy contributions were also weak

at all times. For the hurricane inland, the azimuthally averaged

wind shear contributions significantly decreased below 200m

and nearly vanished above 200m. The azimuthally averaged

buoyancy contributions were even weaker and disappeared at

all levels.

Overall, results from Fig. 5 show that during the whole

simulation period, turbulence can be attributed mainly to wind

shear, implying the existence of roll vortices. Therefore,

turbulent eddies by roll vortices controlled the turbulence in

the LESs.

4. The effect of roll vortices on momentum fluxes and
wind structure

From the above analysis, we found roll vortices in the hur-

ricane boundary layer with the LESs. In this section we in-

vestigate the effect of these roll vortices on the hurricane’s

wind structure.

a. Tangential wind

Figure 6 shows the azimuthally averaged tangential wind

from all model domains for the hurricane over the ocean at

2200 UTC 25 August (Figs. 6a–d), during landfall at 0500 UTC

26 August (Figs. 6e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC 26 August

(Figs. 6i–l). Before landfall, the height of maximum wind was

about 1000m in domains 1 and 2 and about 400m in domains 3

and 4. Even with the lower height of maximum wind in do-

mains 3 and 4, the maximum wind still extended up to a height

of 2000m. Near the surface, the maximum azimuthally aver-

aged tangential wind reached 30 m s21 within a radius of 30–

40 km from the storm center in domains 1 and 2, while it was

less than 25 m s21 in domains 3 and 4. During landfall, the

height of maximum wind was about 1000m in domains 1 and 2

and about 400m in domains 3 and 4. Similarly, the high wind

(wind speed greater than 60 m s21) reached up to 1500m in

FIG. 4. The 10mwind from (a) domain 1, (b) domain 2, (c) domain 3, and (d) domain 4 at 1700UTC25Aug 2017. (e) The cross section in

domain 4 for the vertical component of turbulence vorticity. The cross section is shown as the blue line in (d) and (f). (f) The horizontal

distribution of the turbulence and wind vectors at the height of 50m in the black box shown in (d). D1, D2, D3, and D4 denote the

simulation results from domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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domains 3 and 4. Near the surface, the maximum azimuthally

averaged tangential wind was over 30 m s21 within a radius of

30–40 km from the storm center in domain 2, while it was less

than 25 m s21 in domains 1, 3, and 4.

For the hurricane inland, the height of maximum wind was

about 1000m for domain 1, 700m for domain 2, and about

400m for domains 3 and 4. High wind (.35m s21) extended up

to 3000m in domains 3 and 4. Near the surface, the maximum

azimuthally averaged tangential wind was over 10 m s21

within a radius of 30–40 km from the storm center in domains 1

and 2, and less than 10 m s21 in domains 3 and 4. At each time,

the maximum wind speed was always at the lower level (ap-

proximately 400m) in domain 3 and 4, in contrast to 1000m in

domains 1 and 2). Above the height of maximum wind, there

FIG. 5. Azimuthally averaged TKE budget in domain 4 before hurricane landfall at (a) 1200, (b) 1700, and (c) 2200 UTC 25 Aug 2017;

during landfall at (d) 0100, (e) 0500, and (f) 0900 UTC 26 Aug 2017; and after landfall at (g) 1400 and (h) 1900 UTC 26 Aug and

(i) 0000 UTC 27 Aug 2017. The shaded contour represents the standard deviation of each term.
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were significant upward trends for high wind in domains 3 and

4, extending upward over 2000m. Near the surface, the wind in

domains 1 and 2 tended to strongly mix with the high wind and

always provided a higher maximum wind than in domains

3 and 4.

From Fig. 1b, domain 2 reproduced the intensity forecast

matching the best track data, while the LES produced a higher

10m maximum wind. Here, for the azimuthally averaged sur-

face wind, domain 2 provided higher wind than LES. This

contradiction may result from the differences between the

YSU scheme and LES. The YSU scheme parameterizes tur-

bulence eddies based on observations at a coarser resolution

(compared to LES here) to adjust the maximum surface wind.

In LES, smaller eddies were simulated, making the surface

wind speed higher because of the strong eddies’ strong mixing

effect and lower because of the weak eddies’ weak mixing ef-

fect. Compared to the total number of strong eddies, the

number of weak eddies, typical in the atmosphere, was more

extensive. Therefore, the azimuthally averaged surface wind

speed was lower due to the larger number of weak eddies. The

increase in weak surface wind preceded by weak eddies offset

the smaller number of higher surface wind and finally resulted

in a lower azimuthally averaged surface wind. This weak azi-

muthally averaged surface wind was consistent with the weak

maximum surface wind in domain 4 after filtering out the high

wind preceded by strong eddies in Fig. 1b.

To investigate the reason for the difference in the tangential

wind vertical structure between the simulation with the YSU

scheme (in domains 1 and 2) and with LES (in domains 3 and

4), Fig. 7 shows the azimuthally averaged vertical flux for radial

wind (positive for inflow) from all domains for the hurricane

over the ocean at 2200 UTC 25 August (Figs. 7a–d), during

landfall at 0500 UTC 26 August (Figs. 7e–h), and inland at

1900 UTC 26August (Figs. 7i–l). Typically, in the Ekman layer

(approximately the inflow layer in this study) where the flow is

the result of a balance between the pressure gradient, Coriolis

force, and turbulent drag forces, vertical inflow flux is key for

the vertical structure of tangential wind (Kepert 2001).

Before landfall, there was negative flux in domains 1 and 2

below 200m, with a minimum of less than 21m2 s22 and a

positive flux above 400m, with a maximum of over 1m2 s22.

For domain 3, because of the coarser (not fine enough) hori-

zontal resolution, the LESmodel generated roll vortices with a

larger width (all over 2.5 km), which is not accurate based on

FIG. 6. Azimuthally averaged tangential wind from (a),(e),(i) domain 1, (b),(f),(j) domain 2, (e),(g),(k) domain 3, and (d),(h),(l) domain

4 for the hurricane (a)–(d) over the ocean at 2200UTC 25Aug, (e)–(h) during landfall at 0500UTC 26Aug, and (i)–(l) inland at 1900UTC

26 Aug. D1, D2, D3, and D4 mark the simulation results from domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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observations fromMorrison et al. (2005). The two-dimensional

Gaussian filter using the 5 3 5 bandwidth could not filter out

the roll vortices in domain 3, allowing the flux induced by roll

vortices to be zero. The flux in Fig. 7 for domain 3 was con-

tributed mainly by subgrid-scale diffusion, which was strong at

the height of about 10m, leading to a momentum exchange

that could mix the wind speed below 10m. Therefore, the

downward transport of high wind was controlled by the roll

vortices. For domain 4, the negative flux was below 50m, and

above 50m a strong positive flux extended up to 800m, with a

maximumof over 5m2 s22. Above this positive flux, there was a

weak negative flux at around 1000–2500m.

During landfall, negative fluxes in domains 1 and 2 extended

up to 200m, with a minimum of less than21 and22m2 s22 for

domains 1 and 2, respectively. For domain 4, the weak negative

flux was still maintained below 50m, and above 50m the strong

positive flux was reduced, with a maximum of over 4m2 s22

and extending up to 800m. Above this positive flux, the

weak negative flux still existed, with a minimum of less

than21 m2 s22. For the hurricane inland, the negative fluxes

both weakened in all domains. For domain 4, strong azimuth-

ally averaged positive flux generated by the roll vortices almost

disappeared. However, this does not imply the disappearance

of the roll vortices, and there should be some strong single roll,

as found by Wurman and Winslow (1998) and Morrison et al.

(2005), that were eliminated by the azimuthally averaged

analysis.

Combined with the azimuthally averaged tangential wind

shown in Fig. 6, the strong positive flux (at around 400m)

in domain 4 first enhanced the Ekman layer’s inflow.

Consequently, it forced the tangential wind by the Coriolis

force. This mechanism possibly explains the maximum tan-

gential wind in domain 4 before (Fig. 6d) and during hurricane

landfall (Fig. 6h). Similarly, the stronger negative flux (com-

pared to that in domain 4) below 200m in domain 2 could

explain the near-surface higher wind. This stronger negative

flux enhanced the mixing of inflow bellow 200m and conse-

quently increased the tangential wind by the Coriolis force.

According to the revised MM5 surface layer scheme, the sur-

face sensible heat and latent heat fluxes were proportional to

the wind speed difference over land (which was zero) and at the

first model level. Therefore, the greater surface wind in the

model could lead to greater mixing of sensible and latent heat

fluxes over the land surface. The larger energy transport en-

hanced the simulated hurricane in domains 1 and 2 (Fig. 2), and

consequently the higher winds in domains 3 and 4, through the

influences of the initial and boundary conditions. An in-depth

analysis of the heat fluxes is provided in section 6.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged vertical flux for radial wind.
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Finally, the higher near-surface wind was quickly reduced by

the enhanced surface friction effect for the hurricane inland

and led to the hurricane’s rapid decay in domain 2. This is

similar to Zhang et al. (2017), who found that strong vertical

mixing was key in correcting the overestimated near-surface

wind speed forecast. Here, we found that excessive vertical

mixing can lead to underestimation of inland hurricane

intensity.

b. Radial winds

For the evolution of radial wind, Fig. 8 shows the azimuth-

ally averaged radial wind (positive for inflow) from all domains

for the hurricane before landfall at 2200 UTC 25 August

(Figs. 8a–d), during landfall at 0500 UTC (Figs. 8e–h), and

after landfall at 1900 UTC 26 August (Figs. 8i–l). Before

landfall, the maximum azimuthally averaged inflow was over

15 m s21 for domain 1, 18 m s21 for domain 2, and 27 m s21 for

both domains 3 and 4. The location height for these maxima

was about 75m in domains 1 and 2 and about 40m in domains 3

and 4. The strong inflow (.3 m s21) region extended up to

1000m for domains 1 and 2 and to 600m for domains 3 and 4.

During landfall, the maximum azimuthally averaged inflow

was over 12 m s21 for domain 1, 15 m s21 for domain 2, and

27m s21 for both domains 3 and 4. The location height for these

maxima was about 75m in domains 1 and 2 and about 40m in

domains 3 and 4. The strong inflow (.3m s21) region extended

up to 1000m for domains 1 and 2 and to 400m for domains 3

and 4. After landfall, the maximum azimuthally averaged in-

flow was about 12 m s21 in domain 1, 9 m s21 in domain 2, and

12 m s21 in both domains 3 and 4. The location height for these

maxima in domains 1 and 2 was about 200 and 100m, respec-

tively, and about 40m for domains 3 and 4. The strong inflow

(.3 m s21) region extended up to 1000m for domain 1, to

600m for domain 2, and to 400m for domains 3 and 4.

Compared to that in domains 3 and 4, the inflow was always

deeper and weaker than that in domains 1 and 2. The extension

of the inflow layer is consistent with the maximum tangential

wind height. This agrees with Kepert and Wang (2001) and

Zhang et al. (2011), who found that the height of the maximum

wind was always located at the top of the Ekman layer (inflow

layer). After landfall, the inflow was weakest in domain 2 in

terms of magnitude and vertical extent, partially explaining the

weak tangential winds seen in Fig. 6j.

To clarify the reason for the differences in the hurricane

inflow vertical structure between the simulation with the

coarser domains and with LES, Fig. 9 compares the azimuthally

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged radial wind. Positive for inflow.
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averaged vertical flux for tangential wind from all domains

for the hurricane over the ocean at 2200 UTC 25 August

(Figs. 9a–d), during landfall at 0500 UTC 26 August

(Figs. 9e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC 26 August (Figs. 9i–l).

Before landfall, there were strong negative fluxes in domains

1 and 2 below 400m. For domain 4, the strong negative flux

was below 200m, and above 200m, a strong positive flux

extended up to 2000m. For domain 3, similarly, the flux in-

duced by roll vortices was zero. The flux in Fig. 9 for domain 3

was contributed mainly by subgrid-scale diffusion. If the

subgrid-scale diffusion flux in domain 3 is subtracted, the

strongest negative flux produced by the roll vortices in do-

main 4 extends down to only 30m, while the strongest nega-

tive flux in domains 1 and 2 extends to 3m, the height of the

first vertical level of the WRF Model in the numerical

simulation.

During landfall, the strong negative fluxes extended up to

1000m, with a minimum of 24m2 s22 for domain 1 and

28m2 s22 for domain 2. For domain 4, the strong negative flux

induced by the roll vortices was still maintained below 200m,

and above 200m the strong positive flux was reduced, with a

maximum of over 3m2 s22 and extending up to only 1600m. If

the subgrid-scale diffusion flux in domain 3 is subtracted, the

strong negative flux (24m2 s22) in domain 4 extends down to

only 20m, while the strong negative flux (24m2 s22) in do-

mains 1 and 2 extends down to 3m at the surface. For the

hurricane inland, the strong negative fluxes weakened in

domains 1 and 2, with a flux of 22 m2 s22 at the surface. For

domain 4, the negative flux generated by the roll vortices

below 200 m was also weakened, and the strong positive

flux disappeared. If the subgrid-scale diffusion flux in do-

main 3 is subtracted, the negative flux in domain 4 reaches

only 21 m2 s22 at the surface. Combined with the azi-

muthally averaged inflow in Fig. 8, the strong negative

tangential flux produced by roll vortices could explain the

stronger inflow in domain 4. The strong negative flux pro-

duced by roll vortices decreased the tangential wind first

and consequently enhanced the inflow by way of a pressure-

gradient.

Above the Ekman layer (.600m), the strong positive tan-

gential wind flux in domain 4 enhanced the tangential wind.

Consequently, the Coriolis force from the enhanced tangen-

tial wind, which would lead to outflow, offset the enhanced

inflow that was led by the positive flux (Figs. 7d,h) of radial

wind at this level, suppressing the upward extension of the

inflow layer that was led by the positive flux of radial wind. The

vertical structure of high wind was finally formed as shown in

Figs. 6d and 6h, consistent with the result in the ideal numerical

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged vertical flux for tangential wind.
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simulation by Gao and Ginis (2014, 2016, 2018) and Gao et al.

(2017), who found that roll vortices can strongly influence the

vertical structure of horizontal wind speed.

c. Upward and downward motion

According to the momentum flux analysis produced by the

roll vortices (Figs. 7 and 9), it seems that the strong negative

radial wind momentum flux at the lower level in domain 2 led

to the higher azimuthally averaged wind and accelerated the

decay of the hurricane in the simulated hurricane. However,

from the net momentum flux analysis, it is not clear why the

maxima of tangential and radial winds were both located at

the lower height in the LESs. We speculate that upward and

downward motion experienced by these roll vortices, as large

eddies, may have had different contributions to the net flux

and generated countergradient flux in the hurricane bound-

ary layer (Gao and Ginis 2016). The flux component induced

by this upward or downward turbulent motion was possibly

more substantial, as it contributed to forming net momentum

flux and eventually maintained the radial and tangential wind

profiles in the LESs.

To clarify the contributions of the upward and downward

motions, the net flux in domain 4 was divided into positive and

negative fluxes with upward and downward motions as shown

in Figs. 10 and 11 . Figure 10 shows the azimuthally averaged

positive (Figs. 10a,c,e,g,i,k) and negative (Figs. 10b,d,f,h,j,l) tan-

gential wind vertical fluxes induced by upward (Figs. 10a,b,e,f,i,j)

and downward (Figs. 10c,d,g,h,k,l) turbulent motions for the

hurricane over the ocean at 2200 UTC 25 August (Figs. 10a–d),

during landfall at 0500 UTC 26 August (Figs. 10e–h), and

inland at 1900 UTC 26 August (Figs. 10i–l). Before landfall,

the upward and downward turbulent motion generated not

only positive but also negative flux from 20 to 3000m. The

strong negative flux below 200m shown in Fig. 9d can be at-

tributed mainly to the strong negative flux produced by the

upward motion, with a minimum of less than 28m2 s22. The

strong positive flux above 200m shown in Fig. 9d can be at-

tributed mainly to the upward motion, with a flux maximum

of over 8m2 s22.

During landfall, both the upward and downward turbulence

motion also generated positive and negative flux from 20 to

1800m. The strong negative flux below 200m shown in Fig. 9h

FIG. 10. Azimuthally averaged (a),(c),(e),(g),(i),(k) positive and (b),(d),(f),(h),(j),(l) negative tangential wind momentum fluxes in-

duced by (a),(b),(e),(f),(i),(j) upward and (c),(d),(g),(h),(k),(l) downward turbulent motions for the hurricane (a)–(d) over the ocean at

2200UTC 25Aug, (e)–(h) during landfall at 0500UTC 26Aug, and (i)–(l) inland at 1900UTC 26Aug. The symbols ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ denote

the positive and negative variables ut0 and w0.
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can be attributed mainly to the upward motion, with a flux

minimum of less than28m2 s22. The strong positive flux above

200m shown in Fig. 9h can be attributed to the almost equiv-

alent upward and downward motion, with a flux maximum of

over 4 and 3 m2 s22, respectively. For the hurricane inland,

the positive flux was weak, and there was only a recognizable

negative flux produced by the upward motion at 30 to 200 m.

Based on these results, we can conclude that the roll vortices

generated not only positive but also negative vertical flux

during the simulation period. Below 200m, the positive flux

suppressed the downward mixing of tangential wind pro-

duced by the excessively strong negative flux. Then, this

weak tangential wind led to a weak Coriolis force that

maintained the inflow in domain 4 for the hurricane inland.

Above 400 m, the positive flux completely suppressed the

negative flux preceded by the roll vortices and finally forced

the inflow to extend below 400 m in the LES. Meanwhile,

the negative flux (above the Ekman layer) suppressed the

upward movement of maximum wind produced by the ex-

cessively strong positive flux. Finally, this suppression

mechanism maintained the maximum tangential wind at

around 400 m.

Figure 11 shows the azimuthally averaged positive

(Figs. 11a,c,e,g,i,k) and negative (Figs. 11b,d,f,h,j,l) radial wind

vertical flux for upward (Figs. 11a,b,e,f,i,j) and downward

(Figs. 11c,d,g,h,k,l) turbulence motion for the hurricane over

the ocean at 2200UTC 25August (Figs. 11a–d), during landfall

at 0500 UTC 26 August (Figs. 11e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC

26 August (Figs. 11i–l). Similar to the tangential wind vertical

flux, before landfall, the upward and downward turbulence

motion generated not only positive but also negative flux from

20 to 3000m. The weak negative flux below 40m shown in

Fig. 7d can be attributed to the almost equivalent positive and

negative flux produced by the upward and downwardmotion of

roll vortices. The strong positive flux above 50m shown in

Fig. 7d can be attributed to the upward and downward motion,

with a flux maximum of over 6 and 5m2 s22, respectively.

Above the height of positive flux in Fig. 7d, the negative flux

produced by the upward and downward motion controlled the

net flux and made it negative. During landfall, the weak neg-

ative flux below 40m shown in Fig. 7h can be attributed to the

almost equivalent positive and negative flux produced by the

roll vortices. The strong positive flux above 50m shown in

Fig. 7h can be attributed to the upward and downward motion,

with a flux maximum of over 5 and 4m2 s22, respectively.

Above the height of positive flux in Fig. 7h, the negative flux

produced by the upward and downward motion controlled the

net flux and made it negative. For the hurricane inland, the

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for radial windmomentum flux. The symbols ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ denote the positive and negative variables ur0 andw0.
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positive and negative flux both weakened. Because of the ap-

proximate magnitude of the positive and negative flux gener-

ated by the upward and downward turbulence motion, the

negative flux below 50m and above 1000m was weak during

the simulation period. The more substantial positive flux from

both the upward and downward motion provided the positive

flux in Fig. 7. The negative flux, which was weaker than that in

the YSU scheme, led to the weak surface tangential wind by the

weak Coriolis force and finally weakened the reduction effect by

land surface friction in the LES-simulated hurricane after

landfall (Fig. 6l). In addition, there is no strong negative flux near

the surface in Figs. 10 and 11, which confirms that subgrid-scale

diffusion generated the near-surface flux in Figs. 7 and 9.

5. The effects of roll vortices on precipitation

As shown in Fig. 3, the simulations from the coarser domains

(e.g., domains 1 and 2) and LES produced different precipi-

tation amounts during the simulation period. To examine the

effect of roll vortices on precipitation, vertical velocity, and

water vapor supplies in and near the hurricane eyewall are

analyzed in this section.

Figure 12 shows the azimuthally averaged vertical velocity

from all domains for the hurricane over the ocean at 2200 UTC

25 August (Figs. 12a–d), during landfall at 0500 UTC

26 August (Figs. 12e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC 26 August

(Figs. 12i–l). To compare with the flux produced by the roll

vortices, we considered only the updraft below 3000m. Before

landfall, the maximum for azimuthally averaged updraft was

over 0.8, 1.6, 0.8, and 1.2 m s21 for the simulation in domains 1,

2, 3, and 4, respectively. During landfall, the maximum for

azimuthally averaged updraft was over 0.4, 0.8, 0.8, and 0.4

m s21 for the simulation in domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec-

tively. For the hurricane inland, the updraft almost dis-

appeared in domains 2–4, with a maximum of less than 0.4

m s21. The stronger azimuthally averaged updraft in domain

2 before landfall may be associated with the overestimated

heavy rain for the hurricane over the ocean, as shown in

Fig. 3. That is, the updraft was an important reason for heavy

rain. For domain 1, even with a weak azimuthally averaged

updraft, it still generated unrealistic heavy rain before

hurricane landfall, implying that the updraft was not the

only cause. The vertical moisture flux can explain the

overestimated precipitation in domain 1, as discussed at

the end of the section.

Vertical motion commonly depends on the thermodynamic

conditions in the atmosphere. To explore the reason for the

different updrafts in the four domains, we turn to temperature

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged vertical velocity.
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stratifications in the different simulations. Considering that the

updraft usually occurred around a radius of 10–40 km from the

storm center, a skew T–logp diagram for the average temper-

ature within a radius of 10–40 km in domains 2 and 4 is shown in

Fig. 13 for the hurricane over the ocean (Fig. 13a), at landfall

(Fig. 13b), and inland (Fig. 13c). Before and during landfall, the

temperature in domain 4 was higher than that in domain 2

below 3 km. The cooling rate was greater than the moist adi-

abatic cooling rate in domain 2, and less than the moist adia-

batic cooling rate in domain 4. Due to the high humidity

below 1 km, the low-level CAPE in domain 2 was larger than

that in domain 4. Therefore, the larger CAPE led to a

stronger azimuthally averaged updraft in domain 2 and fi-

nally to stronger unrealistic precipitation. For the hurricane

inland, the temperature in domain 4 was also greater than

that in domain 2 below 3 km. The cooling rate in domain 2

was close to the moist adiabatic cooling rate, while the

cooling rate in domain 4 was still less than the moist adiabatic

cooling rate below 2 km. The thermal stratification against

the upward motion in domains 2 and 4 finally led to weak

precipitation inland.

The analysis of thermal stratification indicates that different

temperature profiles led to the different updrafts in domains 2

and 4. To clarify the effect of the roll vortices, Fig. 14 shows the

azimuthally averaged virtual potential temperature flux from

all domains for the hurricane over the ocean at 2200 UTC

25 August (Figs. 14a–d), during landfall at 0500 UTC

26 August (Figs. 14e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC 26 August

(Figs. 14i–l). The azimuthally averaged tangential wind vertical

flux from the roll vortices was also added in domain 4 as a

contour line to distinguish the roll vortices and other turbu-

lence. Similar to the other fluxes discussed above, the flux in

domain 3 can be attributed mainly to subgrid-scale diffusion.

Before landfall, the positive flux below 200m was similar in

domains 1, 2, and 4, with a maximum of over 0.2 Km s22.

Above 200m, there was a strong negative flux, with aminimum

of less than 20.8 Km s22 produced by the roll vortices in do-

main 4, while the entrainment process generated a weak neg-

ative flux in domains 1 and 2. The strong negative flux strongly

mixed the temperature vertically and provided a low vertical

cooling rate in domain 4. The weak negative flux provided an

overmoist adiabatic cooling rate in domain 2. During landfall,

the entrainment was strong and led to a strong negative

flux, with a minimum of less than20.8 Km s22, and a decrease

in the vertical cooling rate in domain 2. For the hurricane

inland, the entrainment process remained with a minimum

of 20.3 Km s22, and it continued to decrease the vertical

cooling rate in domain 2. In domain 4, the negative flux pro-

duced by the roll vortices almost disappeared. During the

whole simulation period, we found that the roll vortices caused

the increased temperature at the lower level and finally led

to a weak azimuthally averaged updraft and weak rain rates,

while the simulations with the YSU scheme underestimated

the temperature, generated a strong azimuthally averaged

updraft, and overestimated the precipitation for the hurricane

over the ocean.

However, the reason for the higher temperature at the

higher level in domain 4, and for the heavy rain in domain 1 of

the hurricane over the ocean, is still not clear. To investigate

the causes, Fig. 15 shows the azimuthally averaged water va-

por flux in all domains for the hurricane over the ocean

at 2200 UTC 25 August (Figs. 15a–d), during landfall at

0500 UTC 26 August (Figs. 15e–h), and inland at 1900 UTC

26 August (Figs. 15i–l). The azimuthally averaged tangential

wind vertical flux from the roll vortices was also added in do-

main 4 as a contour line to distinguish the roll vortices and

other turbulence. Similarly, the flux in domain 3 can be at-

tributed mainly to subgrid-scale diffusion. Before landfall, the

strong positive flux extended up to 600m in domains 1 and 2,

with a maximum of over 0.4 and 0.5 gm s21 kg21, respectively.

Considering that the updraft usually started at the height of

200m, this strong water vapor support in domains 1 and 2 could

lead to heavy rain at this stage. Especially for domain 1, suf-

ficient water vapor support was the leading factor for the heavy

rainfall over the ocean. For domain 4, the roll vortices

produced a positive flux below 200m, with a maximum of over

0.4 gm s21 kg21. Above 100m, there was obviously no flux

produced by roll vortices, and most fluxes can be attributed to

cloud turbulence. The positive flux produced by cloud turbu-

lence would increase the temperature by the latent heat of

FIG. 13. Skew T–logp diagram for averaged temperature within a radius of 10–40 km in domain 2 (black line) and domain 4 (magenta

line) for the hurricane (a) over the ocean at 2200 UTC 25 Aug, (b) during landfall at 0500 UTC 26 Aug, and (c) inland at 1900 UTC 27

Aug 2017.
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condensation. Then the roll vortices transported the warm air

downward and led to the stable stratifications in domain 4.

This insufficient water vapor support, as well as stable ther-

modynamic conditions, made the LES generate weaker

rainfall for the hurricane over the ocean. During landfall, the

positive flux extended up to 1200m in domains 1 and 2, with a

maximum of over 0.3 and 0.4 gm s21 kg21, respectively. For

domain 4, the roll vortices introduced positive flux below

200m. For the hurricane inland, the positive flux was weak

in domains 1 and 2, with a maximum of less than 0.3 and

0.2 gm s21 kg21, respectively. The strong positive flux in do-

main 4 almost disappeared, with a maximum of less than

0.1 gm s21 kg21. This weak water vapor flux supported the

reduction of the substantial rainfall in the simulation, consis-

tent with the stage IV data, which showed the rain gradually

weakening at 1200 26 August in Fig. 3a.

6. Vertical eddy diffusivity and latent and sensible
heat fluxes

Based on the analysis of momentumflux preceded by the roll

vortices, we know that the strong negative momentum flux at

the lower level (below 100m in Fig. 7) in the simulation with

the YSU scheme could lead to the higher azimuthally aver-

aged wind in the simulated hurricane. Considering that mo-

mentum flux is controlled by the eddy diffusion coefficient of

momentum (Km) in the YSU scheme, according to the

Monin–Obukhov (M-O) similarity theory, Km indicates the

turbulence eddy mixing effect between different levels. A

larger Km indicates stronger mixing for variables (Zhang and

Pu 2017). Therefore, Km could be used in a sensitivity study

to confirm the impact of strong negative momentum at the

lower level (below 100m in Figs. 6 and 8). Therefore, a sen-

sitivity experiment (referred to as Sexp hereafter) was set up

based on domains 1 and 2 only, with Km set at half the

original Km below 100m. The simulation outcomes were

compared with the results with the original Km. Figure 16

compares the evolution of azimuthally averaged surface

sensible and latent heat fluxes between the original and Sexp

simulations. We found that the maximum of surface sensible

and latent heat fluxes occurred at approximately 0000 UTC

26 August 2017 in both the original and sensitivity simula-

tions. For azimuthally averaged surface sensible heat fluxes,

the maximum was 180 Wm22 for the original domain 1, 260

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged virtual potential temperature flux. (d),(h),(l) The related azimuthally averaged

tangential wind momentum flux from roll vortices is added as a contour line. D1, D2, D3, and D4 denote the simulation results from

domains 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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Wm22 for the original domain 2, 120 Wm22 for Sexp domain

1, and 180 Wm22 for Sexp domain 2. For azimuthally aver-

aged surface latent heat fluxes, the maximum was 800 Wm22

for the original domain 1, 1100Wm22 for the original domain

2, 600 Wm22 for Sexp domain 1, and 800 Wm22 for Sexp

domain 2. Obviously, the surface sensible and latent heat

fluxes were all reduced in the Sexp simulation. With the

smaller momentum eddy diffusion coefficient (1/2 of the

original Km) below 100m, the sensitivity simulation led to

weak surface energy support.

To verify the influence of this weak energy support on the

hurricane winds, Fig. 17 shows the azimuthally averaged wind

speed from the original domain 1 (Figs. 17a,e,i), original do-

main 2 (Figs. 17b,f,j), Sexp domain 1 (Figs. 17c,g,k), and Sexp

domain 2 (Figs. 17d,h,l) for the hurricane before intensification

at 1200 UTC 25 August (Figs. 17a–d), after intensification at

0000 UTC 26 August (Figs. 17e–h), and inland at 1800 UTC

26August (Figs. 17i–l). Before intensification, the maximum of

azimuthally averaged wind speed was over 45 m s21 for the

simulation in the original domain 1, 50 m s21 in the original

domain 2, 40 m s21 in Sexp domain 1, and 45 m s21 in Sexp

domain 2. After intensification, the maximum azimuthally

averaged wind speed was over 55 m s21 for the simulation in

the original domain 1, 60 m s21 in the original domain 2,

50 m s21 in Sexp domain 1, and 60 m s21 in Sexp domain 2. For

the hurricane inland, the maximum azimuthally averaged wind

speed was over 35 m s21 for the simulation in the original do-

main 1, 30 m s21 in the original domain 2, 40 m s21 in Sexp

domain 1, and 35m s21 in Sexp domain 2.We found that before

landfall, the Sexp simulation often showed a weak hurricane

with weak maximum wind speed. Although the maximum

wind speed in Sexp domain 2 was equal to that in the original

domain 2 after intensification, the region of maximum wind

speed was smaller in Sexp domain 2 than in the original do-

main 2. After landfall, the Sexp simulation showed a stronger

hurricane with higher maximum wind speed. As we found

above, the strong negative flux at the lower level enhanced

the energy support from the surface for the hurricane over the

ocean, and the weak negative flux produced by the smaller

Km could lead to weak energy support (see in Fig. 16), and

finally a weak hurricane with lower maximum wind speed.

For the hurricane inland, the strong negative momentum flux

in the original simulation could quickly destroy the inflow and

finally accelerate the decay of the hurricane. For the Sexp

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 6, but for azimuthally averaged water vapor flux. (d),(h),(l) The related azimuthally averaged tangential wind

momentum flux from roll vortices is added as a contour line. D1, D2, D3, andD4 denote the simulation results from domains 1, 2, 3, and 4,

respectively.
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simulation, the weak negative flux produced by the smaller Km

slowed the decay of the hurricane and provided a higher

maximum wind speed. Overall, the sensitivity experiment

confirms the significant impact of the strong negative mo-

mentum flux at the lower level in the simulation with the

YSU scheme. It enhanced the hurricane before landfall but

accelerated its decay after landfall.

7. Summary

In this paper, a one-way nested WRF-LES model was

used to explore the effect of roll vortices on the evolution

of Hurricane Harvey during its landfall from 0000 UTC

25 August to 1800 UTC 27 August 2017. The simulation

results indicate that the roll vortices prevailed and con-

trolled the turbulence in the LESs. Simulation verification

indicated that the LES provided better hurricane wind

vertical structure and precipitation simulations over the

ocean. The intensity simulated with LES was consistent with

the high temporal resolution observations from Wurman

and Kosiba (2018) and Fernández-Cabán et al. (2019) and

indicates a good simulation result. The simulation with the

YSU PBL scheme overestimated the precipitation for the

hurricane over the ocean.

During the simulation period, the roll vortices intro-

duced net positive momentum tangential flux, transported

high wind upward, and thinned the inflow layer. The neg-

ative momentum flux produced by roll vortices suppressed

the maximum wind vertical transport and maintained it at

around 400 m, in contrast to 1000 m in the YSU-driven

simulation. During landfall, the weak negative flux main-

tained the higher wind in the LESs, while the low-level

strong negative flux in the coarser domains with the YSU

PBL scheme enhanced the surface energy support and led

to an unrealistic strong hurricane but accelerated its decay

during landfall. Meanwhile, the roll vortices caused the

increased temperature and drier air at the lower level and

thus also led to a weak updraft, which combined with in-

sufficient water vapor support and eventually generated

weaker rainfall closer to observations for the hurricane

over the ocean.

In addition, the YSU scheme was used at 2.5 km horizontal

grid spacing in this study. Although previous studies indicated

that the YSU scheme performs better with horizontal grid

spacing of 1–2 km (Fierro et al. 2009; Nolan et al. 2009; Gentry

and Lackmann 2010) than with coarser grids, the major im-

provement of higher resolution is on the horizontal structure.

Since impact of roll vortices is mainly in the vertical flux

contribution (Gao and Ginis 2014, 2016, 2018), the horizontal

grid spacing of 2.5 km is sufficient for comparing the simula-

tions with YSU and LES in this study. Future studies could

use the YSU scheme at a horizontal resolution of 1–2 km for

further evaluation. Moreover, future work should further

explore the dynamic mechanisms and energy processes as-

sociated with roll vortices for landfalling hurricanes with

more case studies.

FIG. 16. Evolution of azimuthally averaged (a)–(d) surface sensible heat flux and (e)–(h) latent heat flux from the original (a),(e) domain

1, (b),(f) domain 2, sensitivity simulation in (c),(g) domain 1, and (d),(h) domain 2. OR and SE represent the original and sensitivity

simulation results. D1 and D2 denote the simulation results from domains 1 and 2, respectively.
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